P rotein self-assembly is the predominant means of forming functional materials and machines in living systems 1 , and has been increasingly exploited in the laboratory for the bottomup construction of synthetic materials [2] [3] [4] [5] . A fundamental physical understanding of the molecular interactions that underpin protein self-assembly is critical for the rational design of targeted supramolecular architectures, as well as engineering their structural dynamics and their response to environmental cues. To date, much research on protein or biomolecular design has centred on the optimization of energetically-or, more accurately, enthalpicallyfavourable bonding interactions between the molecular components to achieve the thermodynamically preferred self-assembly products 6, 7 . Such focus on enthalpy minimization has placed considerable emphasis on obtaining singular architectures that assemble predominantly via quasi-irreversible, high-affinity interactions. These approaches frequently lead to a propensity for forming aggregates or misfolded products, and even when successful, yield assemblies with no or a low degree of structural adaptiveness and stimuli-responsiveness 5, 8, 9 . Despite their critical role in every aspect of protein structure and function (for example, folding 10 , recognition 11 and catalysis 12 ), entropy and water-protein interactions are not explicitly considered in most design efforts, owing largely to the difficulty in their rational implementation by experiment or computation. Clearly, the design of protein assemblies with sophisticated functional and physical properties necessitates the attainment of not only structures corresponding to deep free-energy minima, but also of entire free-energy landscapes that such structures can traverse in a programmable manner [13] [14] [15] [16] . This, in turn, requires a detailed understanding and mastery of enthalpic and entropic factors that govern protein-protein and protein-solvent interactions, which we set out to achieve in this work for the first time for a synthetic protein assembly.
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To streamline the protein design process and gain access to protein complexes whose structures can be modulated through chemical stimuli, our laboratory has employed strong but reversible bonding interactions (for example, metal coordination [17] [18] [19] and disulfide bonds) to mediate protein self-assembly. In a recent example, a C 4 symmetric tetrameric protein, l-rhamnulose-1-phosphate aldolase (RhuA), was functionalized with cysteines in its four corners at position 98 ( C98 RhuA), which directed its self-assembly into two-dimensional (2D) crystalline lattices of micrometre dimensions via disulfide bond formation 20 ( Fig. 1a) . Whereas the reversibility and redox-tunability of the disulfide bonds enabled the formation of defect-free crystals, the flexibility of these bonds allowed the C98 RhuA lattices to isotropically expand and contract without losing crystallinity (Fig. 1b) .
This coherent dynamic behaviour has two unique and potentially useful physical consequences. First, owing to the rotary motion of the C98 RhuA building blocks with respect to one another and the resultant retention of overall p42 1 2 symmetry, these 2D lattices possess the lowest thermodynamically allowed Poisson's ratio of -1 (ref. 21 ); that is, they expand and contract by the same amount in both lateral dimensions. Materials with negative Poisson's ratios (auxetic materials) are expected to display increased toughness and resistance to fracture, and have been proposed for numerous applications 22, 23 . Second, the C98 RhuA lattices are essentially 2D molecular membranes whose porosity can be coherently changed from a pore diameter of ~4 nm in the fully open state to ~1 nm in the fully closed state (Fig. 1b) . The transition from the open to closed state occurs spontaneously in aqueous suspension via a continuous population of many observable intermediate states and is reversible upon mechanical agitation of the suspension. These unique physical properties of the 2D
C98
RhuA lattices have prompted the following questions. (1) What are the determinants of the free-energy landscape that governs 2D
RhuA lattice dynamics? (2) Can this landscape be engineered at the molecular level to modulate the collective structural and physical properties of the lattice? To address these questions, we carried out a combination of computational and experimental studies, which revealed the substantial role that entropy and waterprotein interactions can play in protein structural dynamics, and 
*
De novo design and construction of stimuli-responsive protein assemblies that predictably switch between discrete conformational states remains an essential but highly challenging goal in biomolecular design. We previously reported synthetic, twodimensional protein lattices self-assembled via disulfide bonding interactions, which endows them with a unique capacity to undergo coherent conformational changes without losing crystalline order. Here, we carried out all-atom molecular dynamics simulations to map the free-energy landscape of these lattices, validated this landscape through extensive structural characterization by electron microscopy and established that it is predominantly governed by solvent reorganization entropy. Subsequent redesign of the protein surface with conditionally repulsive electrostatic interactions enabled us to predictably perturb the free-energy landscape and obtain a new protein lattice whose conformational dynamics can be chemically and mechanically toggled between three different states with varying porosities and molecular densities. Nature CHemiStry allowed us to rationally modulate the lattice conformations and create mechanically and chemically switchable systems.
Results

Distinctive structural features of
C98
RhuA lattices. There are fundamental challenges in the computational and experimental mapping of the free-energy landscape of a dynamic protein assembly. First, any protein-protein interface and the associated solvent molecules present an immense chemical complexity. This complexity, coupled with the many degrees of freedom of motion (that is, interaction trajectories) that a dynamic interface can possess, gives rise to a multidimensional energy landscape that would be computationally intractable to model with atomistic accuracy. Second, the experimental evaluation of such a landscape or any of the trajectories it contains would be a considerable undertaking with any physical tool for studying structural dynamics. The
RhuA lattices possess distinctive features that provide advantages in both regards:
(1)
RhuA lattice dynamics can be described by a simple freeenergy landscape with a single reaction coordinate, corresponding to the 'openness' of the lattice pores. Due to the coherent dynamics of the lattice and the maintenance of its flatness during opening and closing at all times, a single parameter ξ is sufficient to define the reaction coordinate and the extent of interactions between neighbouring protein units (Fig. 1b) . We define ξ as the difference in the lengths of the two principal axes, a and b, of the pores, ranging from a minimum of 0 Å in the fully open state to a maximum of 125 Å in the fully closed state.
(2) The C98 RhuA lattice energy landscape is further simplified by the topology and composition of RhuA surfaces. As viewed along its principal C 4 symmetry axis (Fig. 1c) , each C98 RhuA building block is wider in its middle portion, where the C98 residues are located, compared with its top and bottom. This reduces the possible interaction surface between neighbouring units to a small belt region (coloured in cyan) as they hinge about the disulfide linkages. Additionally, the C98 RhuA lateral surfaces including the belt regions are characterized by a diffuse distribution of hydrophilic residues and are expected to be non-self-interacting ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ), thus giving rise to a landscape devoid of deep energy wells.
(3) The reaction coordinate parameter ξ can be directly determined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Owing to the coherent dynamics of
RhuA crystals, each lattice possesses a single value for pore ellipticity (E) that can be obtained accurately by TEM image processing (Fig. 1d) . ξ can then be calculated through its linear relationship with E, where E = -0.0063ξ + 1. This relationship was determined by applying the same image-processing procedure to calculated 2D projection maps of model structures with known ξ values ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Furthermore, the fact that each TEM sample contains multiple individual Nature CHemiStry crystals, we carried out all-atom umbrella-sampling calculations on a set of four C98 RhuA tetramers connected via intermolecular disulfide bonds (Fig. 1a) . This 2 × 2 unit, containing 67,512 atoms, represents the minimum number of protein subunits required to explore the relevant conformational changes for C98 RhuA crystals while still preserving the native lattice topology and ensuring computational tractability. As explained above, ξ was chosen as the reaction coordinate, which was divided into 26 windows from 0 to 125 Å centred at 5 Å intervals. Mild boundary conditions were employed to maintain lattice planarity imposed in the bulk crystal ( Supplementary Fig. 10 ), and sampling was carried out at 300 K for 30 ns. Sampling was periodically tested for equilibration via the block averaging method 24 , and the system was judged to have equilibrated after 15 ns. Sampling statistics from the remaining 15 ns were combined and reweighted using the weighted histogram analysis method algorithm 25 to generate a one-dimensional potential of mean force (PMF) (Fig. 2a, top) . The
RhuA PMF reveals a smooth landscape with a monotonic 12 kcal mol -1 decrease in free energy from the fully open state to a close-packed state centred at ξ = 106 Å, followed by an increase upon further compaction. This landscape with a distinct minimum is consistent with the spontaneous closure of the C98 RhuA lattices in aqueous suspensions, and their conversion into open forms upon gentle mechanical agitation. Importantly, the Boltzmann population distribution of C98 RhuA lattice states calculated from the PMF reveals a close match to the experimental distributions determined by TEM imaging (ξ min = 102.9 ± 7.3 Å) ( Fig. 2b ; see Supplementary  Fig. 1 for representative binarized TEM images). This observation provides strong validation for the efficacy of both the one-dimensional PMF along ξ to describe the C98 RhuA lattice dynamics and the TEM experiments to sample them.
An examination of the trajectories generated by umbrellasampling simulations reveals that the interfaces between C98 RhuA units remain separated by a modest distance even upon full closure (ξ = 120-125 Å) ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ). In fact, the minimum projected protein-protein distance (excluding C98) is around 4 Å between D39 and L64 side chains at ξ = 125 Å, with the vast majority of all contacts > 5 Å. The buried interface area between the protein units was calculated to be 361 Å 2 at ξ = 125 Å, and only 115 Å 2 at ξ = 106 Å. These findings led us to consider the possibility that the free-energy changes observed in the PMF were not due to enthalpically favourable protein-protein interactions, but rather dominated by entropy. Generally, the entropic contributions to the free energy can be intuitively broken up into two components-protein configurational entropy (Δ S protein ) and solvent entropy (Δ S solvent )-both of which can be critical determinants of protein-protein interactions and protein crystallization 26, 27 . Given that the compaction of the lattice cannot be expected to increase Δ S protein and indeed was not found to ( Supplementary Fig. 11 ), we investigated the role of Δ S solvent through grid inhomogeneous solvation theory (GIST) calculations 28 . Sampling for GIST calculations was carried out on representative protein structures selected from each umbrellasampling window for 20 ns each, keeping the protein coordinates maintained at their original positions with a 10 kcal mol -1 restraint, and saving configurations every 0.5 ps. To provide an estimation for the error, we took advantage of the inherent fourfold symmetry of the simulated system by splitting it into four symmetrically equivalent quadrants, each containing one protein, and applying GIST to each quadrant individually. To avoid a systematic overestimation of the entropy by the nearest-neighbour algorithm employed by GIST 29 , the full trajectories were split into even and odd frames (1 frame ps -1 ) and analysed separately, thus permitting an additional degree of averaging for error estimation. The GIST results reveal a monotonic increase in Δ S solvent from ξ = 0 Å to 100 Å and a rapid decrease after ξ = 105 Å (Fig. 2a, bottom) -a profile that is almost exactly the mirror image of the PMF (Fig. 2a, top) . This striking correspondence between solvent entropy and lattice free energy, coupled with the lack of appreciable protein-protein contacts, strongly suggests that
RhuA lattice dynamics are driven by solvent entropy.
Water structure reorganization during C98 RhuA lattice motions. As the microscopic detail afforded by molecular dynamics simulations allows solvent reorganization to be rigorously interrogated, we sought to rationalize the entropic changes accompanying Articles Nature CHemiStry which was conveniently projected into a 2D plot due to the low dimensionality of the system (Fig. 3a, top, and Supplementary Fig. 3 ). Consistent with previous computational 30, 31 and experimental 32, 33 studies, the anomalous structure of water within the hydration shells of biomolecules is clearly visible as density variations that line the perimeter of the pore and propagate ~10 Å away from the protein surface. Strong protein-water interactions give rise to the high-density primary hydration layer, which in turn induces additional structure in the form of concentric density peaks. As neighbouring RhuA subunits draw closer with increasing ξ, their hydration shells coalesce, leading to an ejection of these semi-structured water molecules into the bulk solvent (Fig. 3a, bottom) . Inspection of the number distribution of water molecules as a function of distance from the protein surface reveals that it is primarily the secondary and tertiary hydration shells that are released into the bulk (Fig. 3b, right) . Upon further narrowing of the pore, isolated pockets of high density manifest at the acute hinge regions (Fig. 3a, bottom) , which reflects a trapping of water molecules by the protein surfaces. This trapping effect may contribute to the sharp decrease in solvent entropy 34 for ξ > 105 Å. The computational tractability afforded by the protein structure provides an opportunity to examine the structure of water under confinement for a non-idealized system. We calculated two additional order parameters for water within the pore (see Supplementary Methods): q tetra , a measure of local tetrahedral structure, and coordination number, the number of neighbouring solvent molecules within 3.5 Å of a given water molecule. We found that q tetra decreased on average as ξ increased, although at very high values of ξ there was also an increase in the fraction of ice-like (tetrahedral) water molecules, with q tetra values close to 1 ( Supplementary Fig. 4) . Similarly, we found that the average coordination number decreased with increasing ξ (Supplementary Fig. 4) , which is indicative of the isolation of water molecules from other solvent molecules by proteins. When these parameters were averaged over increasingly thick slabs within the pores, water molecules became progressively more bulk-like, further emphasizing that most of the perturbation to the water structure occurs within the interaction belt and thus directly reflects the effect of nearby protein surfaces.
Rational perturbation of the free-energy landscape of
C98
RhuA lattices. Next, we set out to rationally modulate the free-energy landscape of
RhuA lattices through site-specific modification of protein interaction surfaces. Given the non-trivial nature of engineering entropic Nature CHemiStry factors, we envisioned that electrostatically repulsive (that is, enthalpically unfavourable) interactions placed near the C98-C98 hinges could hinder the closure of the lattices independent of solvent entropy, thus yielding an altered equilibrium state compared with
RhuA. To achieve this effect, we chose to replace the residues P57 and A66 with negatively charged glutamates; these positions lie at comparable heights within the 'interaction belt' and are immediately adjacent to the C98-C98 hinges to maximize the range over which their electrostatic repulsion can influence the lattice dynamics (Fig. 4a) .
We first evaluated the consequences of the designed mutations in silico. The umbrella-sampling calculations for the C98/E57/E66-RhuA mutant ( CEE RhuA) were carried out in an identical fashion to those for C98 RhuA, with the exception that stronger force constants were required at ξ > 110 Å (Supplementary Table 1 RhuA lattice due to repulsive electrostatic interactions, which gave rise to a shallower landscape at low ξ values and a steep increase at ξ > 100 Å due the proximity of E57 and E66 side chains upon lattice closure. GIST calculations (Fig. 4d, bottom) revealed An important outcome of E57 and E66 mutations was that the PMF energy minimum was shifted from ξ min = 106 Å for C98 RhuA to ξ min = 89 Å for CEE RhuA (Fig. 4d, top) , which predicts a considerably less compact lattice conformation at equilibrium for CEE RhuA. To experimentally probe this prediction, we prepared the CEE RhuA mutant and optimized the solution conditions for its self-assembly into micrometre-sized, 2D lattices in high yields ( Supplementary  Fig. 5 ). To attain the equilibrium state for these lattices, the crystal suspensions were left unperturbed for three days, during which they sedimented to the bottom of the container, as was also observed for the C98 RhuA crystals. In accordance with the predictions, TEM analysis of equilibrated CEE RhuA lattices revealed a significantly more relaxed conformation (termed 'ajar') compared with C98 RhuA, with a tight distribution of states centred at ξ min = 72.1 ± 5.2 Å (Fig. 4e, ' settled' states). This value is smaller than that predicted by the PMF, but corresponds to deviation of only ~2 kcal mol RhuA lattice conformations was carried out over multiple rounds of vigorous mixing followed by sedimentation (Fig. 4e) , establishing that the openingclosing dynamics of this variant were also reversible and mechanically actuated.
Selective, metal-mediated switching of CEE RhuA lattices. An inspection of the CEE RhuA conformations from umbrella-sampling simulations indicated that E57 and E66 carboxylate groups could come within sufficient proximity (< 5 Å) upon lattice compaction to enable metal coordination across protein-protein interfaces (Supplementary Fig. 6 ). Thus, we reasoned that the interfacial E57 and E66 dicarboxylate motifs may engender a chemically switchable system whereby the full closure of the lattice may be induced by metal binding (Fig. 5a) . Indeed, we found that the addition of Ca 2+ to CEE RhuA lattices in the equilibrium 'ajar' state led to a shift in the population of lattices to higher ξ values in a concentrationdependent manner ( Supplementary Fig. 8 ), reaching a distribution that was similar to the closed form of C98 RhuA lattices at 20 mM Ca 2+ (Fig. 5a) . Nature CHemiStry deviation from the 'ajar' state ( Supplementary Fig. 7 ), but the addition of 20 RhuA lattices provide a unique 2D membrane system (or molecular display) whose porosity (or display density) can be chemically and mechanically toggled between three different states in a fully coherent fashion.
Discussion
An essential feature of natural protein assemblies is their ability to adapt their structures and functions with high fidelity and coherence in specific response to environmental cues. Perhaps one of the best-known examples is the cooperative O 2 binding behaviour of haemoglobin that is differentially regulated by pH or CO 2 concentration, as well as by specific metabolites like 2,3-biphosphoglyceric acid 35 , although essentially every cellular protein is subject to some type of regulation by external stimuli. Accordingly, a major goal in the de novo design of proteins is to construct dynamic systems whose structural adaptability can be predicted and programmed at a molecular level. Towards this end, we have reported here a synthetic protein assembly whose free-energy landscape was fully delineated and whose mechano-and chemo-responsive structural switching behaviour was predictably engineered. In this regard, a key design element was the use of strong but reversible and flexible bonding interactions to assemble the 2D RhuA lattices. The small footprint of the disulfide bonds on the protein surfaces not only endowed the RhuA lattices with an immense range of conformational flexibility, but it also allowed other types of interactions (electrostatic/metal coordination) to be 'dialled in' to predictably alter its free-energy landscape and control its structural dynamics. In an alternative strategy, one can envision the en masse design of more extensive, non-covalent interfaces between protein subunits that could accommodate multiple discrete conformations that interchange upon the application of stimuli of interest, as found in natural functional complexes. This remains an exciting but challenging goal for the future that will require considerable advances in the understanding and control of non-covalent interactions, as well as proteinsolvent interactions and entropy, as our study indicates. In addition to these general protein design considerations, the dynamic twodimensionality of RhuA lattices also has specific functional implications. Owing to their high surface-to-volume ratios and uniform porosities, 2D nanomaterials are particularly well-suited for applications in separation/filtration 36 , templating 37 , sensing 38 , catalysis 39 and coatings 40 , among many others 41 . The unique ability to control and tune the porosity or molecular density of RhuA lattices could offer important advantages in such applications and the fabrication of adaptive molecular devices.
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